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Description
Foods is unit which has complicated materials as proteins,
vitamins, carbohydrates, enzymes, fats, minerals, water and
many organic ingredients with differing compositions. Process
and preservation of those foods need different applications [1].
Microbes and protein inactivation by use of ultrasound makes it
complete to use in food preservation.

Discussion
Food safety may be an international issue with important
implications for human health. The World Health Organization
reports as annually, unsafe food leads to the sickness of a many
individuals worldwide and might be deadly [2]. Some countries
have created much progress in managing the foodborne
diseases unfortunately; the quantity of these suffering from
foodborne diseases is growing globally. Development of
economical food preservatives is one of the key factors in this
application field. However, there are many varieties of such
preservatives where analysis was on going to know the
appropriate alternatives to change the typical modalities [2].
The intervention of engineering science has created this
approach possible in virtually each facet of food preservation.
Researchers have developed economical Nano preservatives for
numerous applications. However, the literature out there on
nano-based food preservation isn't comprehensive of molecular
views concerned in food preservation. There is an oversized
information gap within the interface domain regarding the
physics of building block and surface forces and engineering
science that play decisive roles in planning edible coatings.
This review revisits the elemental aspects of food preservation
and navigates through the safety and molecular aspects.
Various bioactive agents can be controlled by releasing
nanoliposomes, including all the food ingredients at the right
place and the right time. It helps to increase the effectiveness
and cellular uptake of the material which is encapsulated.
Microencapsulation is known as a technology of packing
solids, liquids, or heavy materials in small bodies sealed
capsules that may be less harms their contents at controlled
rates underneath specific conditions [3]. The coated material is
thought because the core material, actives, fill, internal part, or
payload. The coating material is often known as the capsule,
wall material, membrane, carrier, or shell. Microcapsules area
unit little vesicles which will vary from sub-micron to many
millimetres in size and area unit ideally spherical but their form
is heavily influenced by the structure of the initial encapsulated

material and also the ingredients from that the capsules area
unit created. The capsule is often product of sugars, gums,
proteins, natural and changed polysaccharides, lipids,
phospholipids and artificial polymers in the food trade [4].

Conclusion
Nanoparticles have higher properties for encapsulation and
unharness potency than ancient encapsulation systems. Nano
encapsulations mask odours or tastes, management interactions
of active ingredients with the food matrix, management the
discharge of the active agents, guarantee handiness at a target
time and specific rate, and shield them from wetness, heat
chemical, or biological degradation throughout process,
storage, and utilization, and conjointly exhibit compatibility
with different compounds within the system what is more,
these delivery systems possess the power to penetrate deeply
into tissues thanks to their smaller size and therefore enable
economical delivery of active compounds to focus on sites
within the body.
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